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Subtyping

A class A which is a subclass of another class B is considered a
subtype of B.

One important consequence of this is that object variables can hold
references to an object of its type, or its subtypes. So, if Car is a
subclass of Vehicle then both assignments below are legal:

• Car bmw = new Car();

• Vehicle v = new Car();

Subtyping

This is true in other contexts as well.  For example, a method with a
parameter of some class type can be passed an object of the
subtype as well.

If I have a method with signature:
   void park(Vehicle x) {...}

then park can be passed either bmw or v legally.

The same holds for return values as well.

Principle of Substitution

Because inheritance models the IS-A relationship, object-oriented
systems allow us to use an object of a subtype anywhere the
supertype is expected.  This is the principle of substitution.

For example, if I declare an instance variable like so:
   Media[] mediaList;

it is legal to do the following assignments:
   mediaList[1] = new CD("Thermo", "Art Blakey", 5, 57);

   mediaList[2] = new Video("Jaws", "Spielberg", 102);

An object of any type that is derived directly or indirectly from Media
can be used stored in mediaList
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Polymorphic variables

The object reference held by mediaList can be of type Media, CD,
Video, or any other type derived from Media.  Variables which can do
this are called polymorphic variables.

"polymorphic" means "many forms"

A polymorphic variable can be used to access any public member
inherited from the base class but cannot be used to access public
members specific to any derived type.

Examples

   Media item = new CD("In Rainbows", "Radiohead", 10, 45);

    // ...

   String review = item.getComment(); // legal, inherited from Media

   String band = item.getArtist();  // syntax error!  method specific to derived type

The call to getArtist is a compile-time error because the compiler
cannot tell anything about the object refered to, except for its base
type, Media. The compiler cannot guess which derived type it might
be.

References to base and derived types

We can cast a reference to an object of the base type to its derived
type.  This tells the compiler explicityly which type it is really dealing
with:

    CD itemCD = (CD) item;  // tell compiler item holds a CD

    band = itemCD.getArtist(); // legal

References to base and derived types

More examples using casting:

   Vehicle v = new Vehicle();

   Car c = new Car();

   v = c;  // okay by rule of substitution

   // c = v;  would be a syntax error

   c = (Car) v; // cast required here

Casts are necessary because, although we can use a subtype
anywhere the supertype is expected, the opposite is not true.
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References to base and derived types

Always use the IS-A relationship to determine if polymorphic
assignments will work:

   Vehicle v = new Vehicle();

   Car c = new Car();

   v = c;  // car is-a vehicle, so this works

   Bicycle b = (Bicycle) c;  // error, Car not is-a Bicycle

   b = (Bicycle) v;  // error, Vehicle not is-a Bicycle

Method Polymorphism

The method print is defined in base class Media and overridden in 
CD and Video.  Which version of this method is called in the following
situation?

      Media item = new Video("The Departed", "Scorcese", 123);

      item.print();

or better yet:

      mediaList[2].print();

Java figures out which to call using dynamic dispatch.

Dynamic Dispatch

All object-oriented systems use dynamic dispatch to determine which
class' method to call. The technique works like this:

• Determine the type of object that item refers to

• Check that class for the method print

• If the method exists, call it.  If not, repeat the process by looking up
the method in the next superclass.  This continues until the last
superclass (which is always Object) is reached.

In this case, the class Video has a print method, so that version is
called. If print had not existed, the version in Media would have been
called.

Dynamic Dispatch

Dynamic dispatch is a powerful technique and was invented by the
Smalltalk Group at Xerox PARC in the 1970's.  As is usual in
computing, the power comes at a price - dynamic dispatch happens
at runtime on every method call for every class.  This is slower than
just calling the method directly.

Fortunately, computers are fast enough that this is no longer the
problem it might have been in the 70s.  Also, the Java Virtual
Machine can sometimes tell when dispatch is not needed, and
speeds up method calls in this case.
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Another Example: Object

Let's say we have a call like this:
   System.out.println(item); // item still refers to Video object

What happens?  First, the system needs to convert the object to a
String.  To do that, it automatically calls a method known as toString

• First the system looks up the method in Video but comes up empty

• Next, it tries the superclass Media but comes up empty

• Lastly, it tries Media's superclass, which is Object.  This class does
define toString

To get something other than the default behavior of this method, we
should override it in Video
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